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1942

Dear Virginia,
Conditions at* not so ho$, but are improving today and
soon very much more, I am typing this on a spring bed with
the typewriter case as a chair
We sure were griped yesterday,but it seems to have
worn off a little today.
Our address is: Barrack 16, Apt, <19, 15an Br uiiO,
Tanforan, Ban Brunojharfwear; California
We live in horse stalls with straw mattresses and what
imusy ftfod.
Thanks so much for helping us and for taking care of our
stuff.
Will write a long letter later.

May 4, 1942

Dear Virginia,
I'm sorry that I haven't written for so long, but I'm so busy running around
and bothering with everybody else's business and snooping around that I haven't
time for much else. I haven't had a bath or a shave since I've come to camp and
here I am pounding away on a typewritter at 7:15 p.m. with everybody else around
here including Tomi/¥s pounding on the hammer making furniture out of cast-off
wood. I've wormed my way into the administration by getting a job as the barrackmanager here. It gives me an opportunity to get some inside dope on how things
are done as well as giving me an opportunity to know the people on my block well.
I've canvassed the neighborhood twice already and have started asking innocuous
questions on background. I tell them what I'm doing in camp (I tell them I'm a
student) and they come through with their background. I only regret to say (in
a way a regret) that we live in one of the best groups in the camp. All the
people here in my barrack are unusually sincere and conscientious workers. Furthermore, they all seem to be honest. I have a couple of ministers in the flock.
Most of the people here are young newly married couples or else they are old-timers
who have had no children (our barrack is for families of less than three). Other
house-managers have difficulty in getting people to do any work, but my group always
volunteers and does practically all the work. When Tomi (who volunteered to be
a dietitian in our kitchen when she was so dissatisfied with the cooking in the
main mess hall) started kitchen no. 8, all the workers who helped her came from
our barrack, even though two other blocks were asked to provide workers.
Some of the sections around here are just like slums. The houses are filthy
with mud, and laundry is hung all over the place. The place is dirty and we're
having a hell of a time cleaning up the place. Vie don't have enough workers to
do anything, because the younger fellows who are the strongest quite often
play baseball and stand around, while the older fellows and old men do the dirty
work. Mr. Lawson, the director (who incidentally is a swell guy) said that
eventually he may make everyone who can work.
Visitors are allowed to come, but they cannot get into the camp. You had
better get a special permit if you intend to get inside. We are allowed to meet
friends in the reception hall, but not in our barracks. You can bring anything
you want except contraband, and you will not be searched, although if contraband
slips into the camp, this privilege will be withdrawn. By the way, parcel post
is open, and I wish you would send me a carton of fresh Spuds (cigarettes) pronto.
Lack of "weeds" will drive me nuts, and a good supply always helps in our ques"E
for information. Tomi/Wants her lab-coat (white), her smock, and her apron, which
I understand she left in her trunk (in Dr. Thomas' basement).
Please call Najima and tell him before he evacuates that he had better bring
plenty of stuff or he will have a hell of a time in camp. First of all, he ought
to bring plenty of tools (hammer, saw, screw driver, nails); plenty of wood is
still available, but tools are not supplied by the Army. The rooms have as yet
absolutely no furniture besides the bed. In fact we are given nothing but a
horse-stall or a room, with two electric bulbs, two beds, and two mattresses (of
straw unless you're an invalid). We expect to have some furniture made soon,
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but as yet we have none. Everyone is getting the left-over wood, which is left
in huge piles, and making furniture out of them.
The reason why I couldn't write
sooner was that I had no place to write. I just made this table and stool yesterday, and so far today I have been running around getting blankets for some
of the people on my block (blankets are supplied by the W.C.C.A.). Tomi has
been busy as hell nailing up things, and helping organize a gang of people to
operate a new kitchen.
____
Tell Naj also to bring plenty of electrical equipment. Bring plenty of
extension wires and plugs and especially sockets with screw ends. We can't use
so much electricity because there is so much voltage in the whole barrack,and
if someone uses a heater or a cooker, the fuse blows out. In some barracks, the
fuse blows out two or three times in one night.
Tell Naj also to bring some brooms (small ones), for the Army is providing
us with only one broom per barrack. Until today, we didn't have any and we had
a tough time keeping the place clean.
He might also bring some food. The food here is lousy so far although we
expect some improvement presently. It has to be better; if there is any change it
must be for the better, it can't possibly be worse. The first day, we almost
puked and many people refused to eat, but during the past couple of days the
stuff has been edible.
Tell him to bring plenty of blankets. The place is cold. Boy oh boy, is it
cold? The W.C.C.A. provides us with a blanket if we absolutely need one, l^utit
takes a couple of days to get one. The floors have huge cracks in them and
there is a large opening between the roof and the wall. The dust as well as
the cold wind gushes into the barracks. It's both cold and dirty. These open
rooms, incidentally, are useful for the purpose of our study. We can hear absolutely everything that's going on in the next couple of rooms, even if it's spoken
in a whisper, and we've gotten some dope eavesdropping (unintentionally, of course)
already. It's hell though on the young married couples, because they have to
restrain themselves more than they otherwise would. Some have been moaning
already.
The first thing we did when we got here was stand in line while some husky
guy frisked us for contraband (women were not searched). Then we stood in line
for a long time to sign up for typhoid shots, and finally we registered for a
room. Ann Saito Kunitani was one of the registrars (Ann, incidentally is
p.d.g« she's moaning every day, and I can't say that I blame her, although it
seems unfair to moan because the fellows who are working are working voluntarily
and there are so few of them that they are all being overworked). When we got
to our barrack(they provide a little runt to take us to the place), we are confronted with a dirty, filthy dark room, with absolutely nothing. There is just
two unopened beds and two small bulbs. The mattresses are delivered eventually
during the day, but when we came there were no brooms, no equipment or tools to
clean out the place. We had to leave everything in our packs (which incidentally
were delivered to our door by volunteer Nisei workmen) for a couple of days until
we borrowed a broom and cleaned the joint out. We then borrowed some tools from
our neighbors, swiped some nails, grabbed some wood and made some furniture (1 table,
4 stools, 2 cabinets, and 2 shelves). By that time, I was working full-time as
a house-manager. One advantage is that the house-manager has all the supplies
for the entire barrack; therefore, we have been pretty well set since that time.
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In spite of all the cleaning up, though, we haven't much to brag about.
still a dump.

It's

The people in my section are swell, but the others don't seem to be doing
so well. All the other house-managers (25 in the camp) are always squawking.
Social disorganization is beginning in this camp, but it isn't as bad as it
might have been. The morale in general is very good, in fact some people are
actually happy that they are now getting more than they ever had before. Some
of the younger kids are griped, but the older folks seem to be taking it pretty
well.
We had a dance a couple of nights ago, and the conflicts began. Young kids
from 11 or 12 up attended and mixed with old-timers up to about 35, The wolves
had a swell time. Since there is no curfew here, some of the kids apparently
stayed out pretty late (even though the dance was over about 11) and many parents
stayed up quite late waiting for their wayward offspring's return.
Another symptom of disorganization: large-scale stealing. Stealing is v.
very uncommon among the Japanese. As one woman said to me in disgust, "Before,
whenever something was gone, we said that the Filipino or the Negro in the neighborhood did it. Now the Japanese are doing what the Filipino used to doJ n
Everything that isn't nailed down is taken. Toilet paper, brooms, wood, nails,
food, milk for babies, everything, even garbage cans are stolen. The opening
of our shower room was delayed indefinitely because some wise guy took away all
the electrical connections. Unfortunately for the study, most of the people
in my section are settled down, and have nothing to gain from disobeying rules?
I have to go out to other groups for study.
Economic castes have not formed and cannot form for the time being because ~—
no one is being paid -- yet. Some are working but most of the kids are brousing
around playing games. Recreational groups tend to follow the lines of past
friendships, although not necessarily. In general, territorial proximity is the
basis for the formation of groups. The people in our barrack all know each other
by now and lend their belongings to each other readily. (More of this in considerable detail, along with other material, will be sent later, when I know what
the score is).
I haven't been able to do anything on the paper as yet, but I hope to have
a rough draft done by the time Dr. Thomas comes back. We may have some difficulty
getting things out through visitors, however, so warn her that she may not take
anything out without special permission. Anything that leaves the camp must pass
through the post office — thus far.
Tomi was disillusioned the first day, and hardly ate at all. She seems to
have recovered by now, and is busily working every day. I seldom see her anymore
because our duties take us to different places every day. She's in her specialized
field, though, and she seems contented.
Well, so much for the bull for the present. Later I'll send copies of
bulletins and newspapers, as well as the stuff I am supposed to study. I haven't
had a chance to work out my report as yet, but I have my notes pretty well in
hand and can work on it tomorrow — if i don't have some other rough assignment.
Please remember Tomi's things and my Spuds (if they won't inconvenience you
too much, and please knock the expenses out of my salary. Will write again soon,
adios.
Tom

May 11, 1942

Dear Dr. Thomas and her "associates
I was indeed glad to hear from you and from Virginia, Your note gave both
bad and good news, but in comparison with what we have out here anything is good.
I'm sorry that the trip back East was so lousy (please forgive me if I seem a bit
crude in this note; we forget ye olde King's English in this dump). I hope that
thingB can be worked out in some way. At any rate, I'll do my best out here in
the camp, so long as I'm not too demoralized (I haven't hit that stage as yet).
This job of house-manager has me in a dilemma. If I continue, it is so
tiresome that I just don't have time to make as many observations as I want to.
On the other hand, if I quit, I won't be able to get in some places that I want
to have free access to, and I won't be able to snoop around in the Administration.
I have concluded that one of the main sources of evil is inefficient administration,
and I'd like to look around to see what's what there even if it's out of my line.
Furthermore, this job gives me an opportunity to see and talk to many peopleeven though I can't take notes all the time. One thing has come up however;
Henry Takahashi (Berkeley J.A.C.L. and arch-enemy of mine for a long time who
resorts to red-baiting) has wormed his way into the confidence of Mr. Lawson, the
camp direotor. Lawson, apparently completely ignorant of the nature of the social
organization of the Nisei, relies very heavily on Takahashi's judgment. (The
dope is one of the council of four who are to help run the camp.) Takahashi is
now attempting to rid the place of all people whom he considers "red." He opposed
the formation of the press here on the ground that the "proper people" were not in
charge and held it up for a week; we got it through by a trick. Now, he is arguing
that barrack 16 (my place) has too many house-managers and one of them ought to
be canned. I don't think either of us will los^bur jobs on account of him, but
you can see what we're up against when we try to get any information from Lawson's
office. I ran into difficulty when I tried to get a copy of the map of this joint.
They exist in fairly large numbers, I understand, and I tried to get one for you;
but none of the members of the council of four considers me sufficiently conservative to give any break to. No doubt I'm magnifying my difficulties and I'll iron
it out in some fashion, but right now I can get only the dope on the reaotion of
the people in various sections of the camp (I can't get anywhere with the administration). I'm not interested personally in the political squabbles any more,
except that I'd like to see things run as smoothly as possible by the people "who
are the most intelligent and most capable; certainly the council of four on whom
Lawson relies so heavily cannot be said to be any more intelligent than the lowest
scum here*
In regard to the various questions Virginia asked, I can answer tentatively
(subject to checking) some of them; other questions cannot be answered as yet.
The new barracks are about 80 feet long and about 18 feet wide (I'm not sure),
and they contain about five apartments apiece. These rooms house from five to
seven or eight people apiece. The old horse stalls that have been converted are
of varied sizes. Ours consists of two rooms separated by a split door: one room
is about 9 by 11, and the other is about 7 by 8. We have two windows in the front
room and none in the back. The stalls are baok to back, and each side has such
apartments. One side (the other side) gets all the morning sun; we get just the
late afternoon sun and all the north wind.
I could very easily copy a map of Tanforan for you that is hanging in the main
supply office. However, rath9r than to make a lousy copy of this map, I think
that eventually I might be able to persuade Tally (supply manager and a good
friend of mine—who also smokes Spuds) to get an official copy for me. Please be
patient; I'm working all the angles.

Multiple rooms were issued to large families. However, last week several
such groups were moved to rooms for which they made a better fit. Families of
two were placed in apartments for either two or three (ours is for three) and
at the present time new apartments for two's are under construction. Families
of three and four were placed in apartments of that size. Families of five,
six, seven, and eight were placed eventually in one large room in the newer
barracks or in the end rooms of the stalls. Families of nine usually took two
rooms in the newer barracks, as did those of ten to twelve. I don't think that
the number went over 12; the Berkeley group of 24 (including all the employees
of the man in charge ) was broken up and several of the single men ended up in
the men's dormitory (a hot-bed of vice in this camp).
The ill, the invalids, the children under 18 months, and pregnant mothers
are being given the first consideration, both in the distribution of cotton
mattresses and the distribution of milk. However, this isn't saying much. Such
individuals must have written permission from one of the camp doctors before
they can get anything; and in complicated cases, the camp doctors don't know
what's going on and until the outside doctor who had been treating the patient
writes it, the victim simply suffers. The milk situation is serious. Children
under seven are supposed to get milk; however, sometimes some women take a thermos
bottle and steal all the milk, and the children have to do without. Special
diets are provided for diebetic cases now, but it was not until a few days ago.
People with high blood pressure are having a hell of a time, since the camp doctors are so busy that they cannot certify them all as such cases and because some
such individuals look so healthy.
You ask, "What's wrong with the food?" Well, will you quit making jokes?
If you had asked me a few days ago, I would have said, "Everything!" The food
was foul, and in the main mess hall it still is unbearable. Poor Naj has to eat
there. However, out here Tomi and another Cal dietitian organized a new kitchen
and we're being fed some edible food. Furthermore, a colonel came out here for
inspection of food the other day, and on that day, they gave us some roast ham.
I was wondering why the food was so good that day; it was really delicious. On
the following day, however, we went back to the same old stuff. Our cooks over
on this side however are better cooks and season the material in such a way that
it's palatable. Since I eat with the kitchen help (with Tomi) I get all I want
to eat, and I'm no longer kicking, but I feel sorry for the others. In the
main mess, all they used to serve was weinies, lima beans, and a half-baked potato.
A couple of days ago, we had fresh vegetable (half cooked spinach) for the first
time, and the day the colonel came, we had meat for the first time. No kidding,
kitchen no 8 (where we eat) is reputed to be the best and cleanest kitchen in
the cair.p and so many people try to sneak in that the house-managers of the barracks
that are supposed to eat in mess hall 8 have to stand guard all the time. Vie have
had to throw out a couple of guys every meal.
How can we spend our money? Well, we have a canteen in which they sell
candy (a few varieties), soda (cola and orange only), sometimes ice cream, and
a few brands of cigarettes. Tomorrow I understand, they will sell klesnix.
In the post office, however, money is honored and we can write out a money order
for any amount. If one has a Sears' Roebuck and a Montgomery Ward catalogue, the
number of things we can buy are almost unlimited. However, beside that, the
money we have is useless, even in poker games—in which they use nails. Food,
good food, is the one thing that is most in demand around here—not money.
So far as I can see there is very little division between the Msei, Issei,
and the Kibel, except among the more progressive groups. The "liberals" claim

that the Issei and the Kibei are "fascists" at heart and in some ways try to
avoid them. However, I feel that such labelling is unjustified, for the vast
majority of the Issei and the Kibeis just don't give a damn what's goirgon just
so long as they get their three squares a day. Among the Nisei, the faotions
which had formed before we oame here are sometimes still operative—as you might
infer from the difficulty in which I now find myself. However, on the whole,
most Nisei seem to prefer to forget past differences and work together—-that is,
those outside the men's dorm. The men's dorm is such a hopeless case that the
administration here is no longer even considering them as a source of labor.
So far, Issei and Nisei have mingled freely, and the Nisei are gradually beginning
to speak more Japanese, and the Issei are beginning to speak more English. Tomi
has a hell of a time because her mother always spoke in one dialect, and she
speaks very ppor standard Japanese. My knowledge of speaking Japanese is coming
• baok quite rapidly, but I fear that my slight command of English is diminishing
progressively day by day. The Kibeis who live among the families get along
quite well because they can speak both languages. In the men's dorm—predominantly
Issei—is indeed a hotbed of "fascism." Some Nisei (one of our crowd) had the
nerve to hang up a huge American flag in a conspicious spot. The Issei don't
dare tear it down, but every time they go by they shout "baka-tare"—equivalent
to "dope," "fool," etc. The conversation in the dorm centers around Japanese
victories if not women. The place is a sad place, and I don't blame Haj for
wanting to get out. I'm going to spend as muoh time as I can afford up therej
I think that is an ideal place to get some leads on what one segment of the
populati on thinks. If any neurotic cases come out, and I expect them to come
presently (rumor has it that several have gone bats, but the medical staff refuses
to deny or verify the rumor), they will probably come from the dorm. Here tfie
Nisei take a beating unless they are pro-Japan in their sympathies. Here, the
more eloquent Nisei are very definitely separated from the Issei and the Kibei;
however, elsewhere in the camp, there doesn't seem to be any splits on the basis
of place of birth or education (except among the "liberals").
The only groupings that the Army has provided for are the family groups
and these they are maintaining at all costs. One exception: now they may be
forced to put a couple of families together (so far they have been putting only
friends who volunteered to live together in the same barracks). Other groups
have been almost entirely ignored by the administration. Religious ceremonies are
held and different places have been provided for the different groups? in this
regard, religion has been respected. Recreational facilities are restricted;
dances are held in laundry rooms (approved and unapproved) and sometimes in
the reception rooms, and in these various groups work together as they had in
the past; however, no definite provision was made. The administration has a
lop-sided view on the political situation—given to them by the J.A.C.L; according to some of the things I have heard (sources I personally trust) the
camp has been divided into the "respectable" and the "communist cliques." Efforts are now being made to displace some of the "dangerous elements" in the
key positions.
This time, I have fewer requests to make than before. Tomi says that she
would like to have some darning thread, ^ince my shoes are both worn pretty
close, my socks apparently don't last very long (they're all rayon and can't
take it). Therefore, could we have a little white and black darning thread?
(Cotton.)
My second request is a bit more difficult. I want to emphasize that I don't
want to get mixed up in any political squabbles in this camp, even though I have
been approached as a candidate and apparently have some support. I don't want
to be in 3uch a spot because I would then not be free to make observations as
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I choose» I should like to have a little more freedom around here, and a little
more cooperation from the administration, if I'm going to get some of the things
we need. As far as the Japanese people here are concerned, just give us some
time, and w ' l l get to work on them. I can't guarantee a first class job, in
fact, I doubt if I'm capable of doing a first rate job, but I can promise thisj
the stuff in this camp will give me more basis for a good paper than the junk
I worked with during the first twenty weeks of the war. Given the same cooperation
I got in the other project, I think this one might turn out to be a little more
promising. The last project (on the first twenty weeks) which I have not yet
completely revised has in a way disgusted me; I'm just not satisfied with the
work because it seems so far away and abstracted from reality. This study, I
should like to make more human, more real, more down to earth. Therefore(now
I'm winding up for what I started to say at the beginning of the paragraph),
as far as case studies go, I think we shall make more of them if we can. Life
histories are out of the question for the time being, and I don't think I can
get any letters just yet because people are still rather suspicious. However,
presently we'll devise some means of getting some of them—if I have to dig them
out of the dry garbage. The thing I wanted to ask for was thist could you in any
way set me straight with Lawson (through Neustad or someone else if necessary)?
I don't want any political pull and I don't want any favors; all I want is for
Lawson to recognize me as a research student who has specialized in Oriental
minority problems for the past five or six years. I don't want gravy, but I
don't want to be black-balled around here either. That would wreck things for
the study.
Elections are coming up in a few weeks, if not sooner. The J.A.C.L. and
its opposing groups are going to tear at each other's throats and the red-baiting
is going to break out—it has already started. I know how my opinion stands in
the^matter, but I intend to be an impartial observer watching the fun. H0wever,
I might get smeared with the rest of the guys that certain people don't like
if I don't watch out. I promise that unless you say it's O.K. I won't try to
influence my friends one way or another, and I'll keep my Cal group (still more
or less intact) on the fence and voting as each individual sees fit. (I'm sure
of how they're going to vote anyway).
Maybe I'm getting the fathead, not wanting to lower my dignity and getting
into this mess, but I think that there is a good opportunity to make enemies if
we get in too deep. I'm bending over backward to keep on friendly terms with the
most unreasonable guys, but I think it'll be worth it soon—when this study really
gets under way. Connections count among the Japanese—believe me J
Well, I guess I've moaned altogether too much about some perhaps imagined
difficulty I'm facing. I hope myrequests don't inconvenience you too much, and
I hope that my work out here compensates for the trouble I cause you. I'm keeping
my daily records here along with all the official bulletins that I've got my
clamps on (in cooperation with a friend in the supply house) and will keep them
here until you come, rather than risk them in the mails. If you come here, please
let me know the approximate hour and the day when you intend to arrive—at least
four or five days in advance.
Your letter, postmarked the 7th didn't get to me
until this afternoon; so I may not know anything about your coming if you come a
few days after writing.
Tomi asked me to thank you for all that you have done for us. She says the
place is lousy but people teLl us we have the best place here so she's happy.
She says the place is interesting, but she regrets that she doesn't have the
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baokground to study the joint. Finally she says that she looks forward to seeing
you when you come here—with or without food (especially Chinese chow mein). Will
you please say hello to the staff. In spite of what I say, most things 0. K. here.

Tom
P.S. Could you please send Tomi a couple of small (about 2" x 3") note books that
she can hang around her neck so that she can get down anything she sees or hears.
Please don't get anything expensive because it's just for jotting things down.
'•Thank you.

Tom

C O P Y

To ZA

May 15, 1942

Dear Dr. Thomas,
May I say that you're an angel? I don't know if anyone has ever called
you that before but Tomi and I were so glad to get the things that you sent us
that I think we oame very close to worshipping you.
You stated in your letter that you thought Naj was depressed and noted
that we must be having a "rotten time." I don't like to squawk, but boy o boy,
anyone accustomed to the American standard of living and trained under American
culture would be moaning and perhaps even starting a revolution around here*
Sure the guys running this place are having a hell of a time, but their
apparent unpreparedness is inexcusable. These men who are administrating the
camp are supposed to be trained and experienced men; if so, they ought to do
a better job. Things are getting better, to be sure, but they are far from
adequate. Sure they have no organizational pattern to follow, but they should
have planned some things a little better than they did. You noted that "It is
just bound to be a long process to get things straightened out." However,
with a little more planning, with a little more foresight, with a little more
knowledge of the type of people that were coming into camp, many of the things
that they are now frantically ordering could have been purchased long before
the evacuees arrived here. The head man here is a swell guy, but he knows
little or nothing about Japanese; he admits it. They didn't even know what
kind of food to buy. They fed the Issei sauerkraut during the first week and
they are now for the first time ordering rice in large quantities. Errors
like this one I think are inexcusable.
In regard to Haj, he, I think, has a right to be depressed. They made
him stay in the men's dormitory — a hellhouse if I ever saw one. Nisei are
given heck in there if they speak English and when some bold Nisei (Cal student)
hung up a huge American flag, the men razzed them as they went by. The hall
in which he is staying is a huge place — almost a hundred yards long with
beds placed about every eighteen inches, three or four rows deep. The place
is filthy, stinky, foul, etc, I don't see how anyone could live in a dump
like that one and stay sane. Naj got a job on the police force so that he
could get out of there at least while he was on duty. However, that was a
lousy job too, and yesterday he resigned. I guess it was just as well because
today they fired about 20 men anyway and Naj would probably have been canned.
No kidding, you people on the outside can have no conception of what some of
the things in here are like unless you lived here. People, fearing that the
mails are censored, have been pulling their punohes. As you might infer from
what I am writing in this letter, I am reasonably sure that there is no
censorship on outgoing mail.
The administration is apparently not too proud of the job they are
doing either. The other day, an Army colonel came in to inspeot the food,
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and on that day we were given roast ham! Imagine, they spent enough money on
that one meal to feed us better food for a week. The day after our inspection,
we went baok to our regular diet. •
I feel like a heel bawling like this after you have so kindly sent us
things to make things a little lighter for us. We're sharing the things with
Naj and a number of other people and I don't know how long it will last.
However, we'll make the best of things. The girl next door has a Sears, Roebuck
catalogue and her husband (an engineer) has connections in a San Bruno grocery
store and we may be able to get food delivered to us, I feel badly about
bothering you over trivial things, and in the future shall not disturb you
unless something urgent comes along.
I'm not spoofing. Living in this stall is no fun. Tomi and I try to
make the best of things. I'm trying, by working as late at night as I can
without disturbing everyone with my typing (about 9 or 9|30)^to finish my paper,
and I have only two chapters to go. I think I can finish by this week end
unless some heavy work-order comes out.
Vie heard over the radio that we are to get room and board, from f2.50
to $7,$0 for personal expenses, and a salary ranging from eight to sixteen dollars
a month. If we were prisoners of war, if we were entirely unable to make a
living on the outside, if we were indeed potential saboteurs, such a pay
would be wonderful. But, we are American citisens and many of us can go out
on our own outside. Many of us could certainly make a better living than we
have now. I don't care how muoh I'm getting paid in here (it happens to be top
salary), but the whole thing and the attitude of the people outside toward us
(prisoners of war) gripes me. What the hell. They take us out of our paths
of life and put us in a rat-hole like this and expect us to be contented. Yiho
do they think we are anyway?
I'm sorry if I seem to be a bit blunt, but this is exactly the way I
feel right now. I don't think 1*11 do anything rash; in fact, I've been
behaving a lot better in camp than I did outside (ask Tomi). We try to improvise
and to make the best of everything. T«e try to be happy and we try to get along
with everyone. I have not forgotten the study for which I was sent out here.
I'm taking notes oh anything I see, and at the end of the month, I think I'll
compile the material and write up a sumiaary.
So much for the beefing. I should like to get back to the things that
you sent us. We received the stationery yesterday noon, and a few hours later
we got the yellow paper and the groceries. We should like to thank you for
them again. You just can't imagine how welcome they were. I still miss threecent stamps, but I inferred that you purposely didn't send them because you told
me to lay low on my writing. For ordinary correspondence we have a post-office
here, but I have practically no money. I sent so many orders out that I don't
know when I asked for what and from whom. I should like to have a few manila
folders pronto (if they're not already on their way) so that I can file my
material""in order. I have official bulletins, the new newspapers, confidential
information, attitudes, diary, letters, etc., which I should like to keep
separate in places where I can find them immediately. Elsewhere, we could put
them anywhere, but here unless we have a definite place, there is nowhere to
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-3put there, since there is nothing in the barrack. We have to leave things in
our "binders or our suitcase if we don't want to get them all dusty. I intend
to send for a small file box to Sears and Roebuck when I get paid, but for the
time being, 1*11 settle for a oouple of folders.
In regard to your question concerning the key to our trunk in your
basement, I gave the key to Virginia along with the key to the basement that
you gave me. On the day I brought the trunk I left both keys at your home.
Naj was there and he oonfirms this statement.
That reminds me, I left some things with Virginia which I'm sure she
has taken care of, but I'm a little worried because some of the people whose
material I gave to her are complaining that they still do not have their things.
I left a large binder full of notes on the Nisei which belonged to Kenny Murase,
Rt. 1, Box 346, Reedley; I requested that you take out whatever you need and
copy it and then send it back to Kenny as soon as possible. Kenny has spent
years collecting the stuff and he is worried about it. Kickuchi wants a ccpy
of his paper, which was in Kenny's collection, furthermore, I left a copy of
Hoshiyama's paper from the files of the Department of Psychology, which was to
be copied and returned ironedlately to Dr. Gundlach (since it was out of the
files illegally), and I have not heard of what happened to it. Finally,
Barry's typewriter was left in your care; could you tell me what happened to
it? Barry was evacuated and he wants to know what we did with it. He is in
the Stockton Assembly Center.
I know this letter sounds as though I*m not too happy in this dump.
I want to say frankly that the place is lousy and I don't enjoy being here —
work or no work. Please don't worry, though. I won't quit and I don't think
I'll go nuts. I'll try to be as efficient as possible. Maybe when the
canteen opens up next week, when we get some toilet paper, when we <*et some
edible food, when we get some cotton mattresses, when we have a dozen other
things that were promised us whan we first came in here, it won't be so bad.
At any rate, we hope to make the best of a lousy situation! we hope for the
best. I can say one thing though. If we get out of this dump alive, we'll be
able to take anything; we'll be crude and rough; don't be too surprised if one
of us spats in somebody's parlor.
Mich and Ann are not too happy out here. Frankly they are less adjusted
than we are. Naj is in a sad state, and I don't blame him at all. Some
people are happy some of the time, but unless we're pretty good at kidding
ourselves, we can't be happy most of the time.
Once more, may I thank you for sending us the things that we asked for.
We're sorry that we caused you so much trouble. Thank you very much, we're
looking forward to seeing you; when you come 1*11 have everything ready for
you. Tomi sends her regards as does Naj. Please say hello to Virginia and
the rest of the staff.

/s/

Tom

lui le inr 413, Apar i lerÀ A
Tulelake Relocation Center
Tulelalre, California
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3erkeley, Californiq

June lo, 1042
Bear Virginia,
Thanks ever b o - m u c h for everything Sunday. It was swell.
So is this lace. Compared to Tanforan it's paradise. V/e only
miss the intelligent people. These rural rustics are very kind
but seem to have a boorish and morbid curiousity to know everything dirty about everybody. Physical facilities wonderful| so
is administration. Ken in office personally conducted us to our
quarters.., which are amor, the best in the cam]--all completed.
Our supplies have not arrived as yet--as far as v.e know.
I ruess postal service is a little slow around here. Jacoby
has already begun to help out and seems to be very interested in
the study; so are the others in the office. People here have
not yet beSn told anything by Sherril; he is waiting for Br.
Thomas to come .down. Jimmy Sakoda (and part of his family) we
.met at Elammath. My parents,'Miyamoto, end the rest of S a k o d a ' s
fanily are rot here yet.

June 16, 194g
Dear Dr. Thomas,
Arrived at 11:00 a.m. yesterday after some delay at Klammath
and "as yet all mixed up. Am typing this note on the floor.
The place is wonderful in comparison to Tanforan. Vie have a
huge room all to ourselves, although we may share it with my
parer.ts if and when they arrive (are the coming?). The administrative personnel is wonderful and Dr. Jacoby has been .-¡ore than
kind to us. The physical facilities are almost completed ard
the food is wonderful. Everything swell.
Our food has not yet arrived; neither has our tools. We
hr-ve nothing as yet, but we interd to stock Up today at the
canteen, which is -..urprieingly complete.
Thank: you for every 1 ittg Cunday. Tonii also says thanks.
We met Sakoda at Klammath and came out together. }To one else
here.

May 16, 1942

Dear Dr .

Thomas,

Yesterday as you know, Virginia and "ill came down to
see us. I cannot s$y how glad Torai and I were to see them.
Virginia was very encouraging. She told us that we were
lucky because the other camps which she »tee had seen were
much worse than Kanforan. She also brought good news concerning the project. I hope that things go thragfeh.
I cannot say that things are running smoothly here.
To be sure, this place may be better than others; it probably is, but that is not saying much. t*aj just missed
seeing Virginia and even if he had, she probably would have
been disappointed because he is having a hell of a time.
Pie is doing the best he can going around taking notes, but
they have jput him in such a lousy place that no one can
blame him for being demoralized. To make things worse he
has had a cold ever since he came here. Right now I'm laid
out too, and Tomi is typing this letter for me.
I have heard rumors to the effect that volunteers are
now being recruited to work in the permanent relocation
centers. I don't know when these workers are to leave
Tanforan nor whether or not they will
given a choice as
to where they wished to go. I think that I should stay in
Tanforan at least another month if not longer. However,
if we are to get information on any resettlement center
from the beginning, it is important that someone £e there
from the beginning. Do you want me to stay here or shall
I volunteer to go out? I realize that conditions are terrible for the first couple of months, but if any valuable
information can be gotten, Tomi and I would be willing to
go. We should prefer to go to the Tule Lake project for
obvious reasons. Dr. Jacoby of the College of the Pacific
whom you mentioned as one of the advanced administrators
there is indeed a fine man. I knew him when I was a student
at Stockton Junior College.
There a.re two things in this camp that people want more
than anything else—good food and toilet paper. As a housemanager I can get toilet paper and you have been kind enough
to send us food. With these two essentials in stock I think
that Tomi and I afe ready to join the ranks of the aristocrates
of. Tanforan. Thank you very much.
If it were not for my cold I would have finished the
paper today. There is not much more left to do. The.daily
reports on the camp are still all in one (both descriptions
and personal opinions). As soon as we get settled down, I
intend to go through these and sift out the material that

you really want
I studied briefly your "Memorandum to observers", and
I cannot say that I am entirely satisfied with it. As a
general outline to be sent to all camps,it would certainly
be very helpful; however, I am afraid that there are many
local factors of considerable importance. For example, in
Tanforan aside of the house in which a person lives may
make all the difference in his attitude toward the camp.
It is not so much the influence of his neighbors but rather
the simple fact that the wind blows straight through his
room.
Do you thinjs; that we ought to take records of changes
in material culture? Should we keep a record of the various
gadgets improvised to meet unforeseen problems? I think
these artifacts are very important ana the mention of them
should"be made in the outline. It seems that the solutions
to unexpected problems are of some importance.
In regard to eellcting- subjects we are once again facings seme difficulties that we made in our previous study.
It is relatively easy to get material and cooperation from
certain types of people; the others, in whom we are most
interested, a,re rather difficult to approach as yet. It
regard to Dr. Lowie's questions there are aome that have
provided very convenient frames of references, but others
seem to have no connections to reality. Perhaps I just do
not understand what he is driving at. Faj and I intend to
discuss the matter and will write back presently.
Thank you for the stamps. I shall/try to use them discreetly. We are sharing our things with Faj and the boys.
I am glad to hear that prospects are brightening out there.
It is certainly encouraging to hear any good news in here.
I am sorry that we caused you so mouh inconvenience.
Thank you eVer/so much for everything. Please thank Virginia
too. Tomi and Faj also send their best wishes.
Very sincerely,

P.S. I am enclosing the first copy ifiithe lanforan dirt sheet
It was so completely censored that it isn't even funny._ The
fact the Mr. Lawson is personally censoring everything indicates that there are many cases of ¿«efigie*«?-** inexcusable
inefficiency and lack of coordination that he wishes to cover
up. If he had nothing to be ashamed of why should he censor
everything?
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ay 22, 1942

Dear Dr . Thomas,

Thank you ever so much for so kindly bringing things to us on your
visit yesterday. The food is swell. But most of all we were glad to
see you to tslk over and clarify some points of doubt. There are
several points of interest that came up that I feel should be considered
more in detail.
First of all, I am-concerned about the news you brought concerning
going to Tulelake. I am all for going there if you think that we
should do a good job there, but there are so many odds and ends here
in Tanforan that I think, someone should stay behind to take some notes.
I have scouted around and have discussed the matter with Faj and Tomi
and have selected some people to observe for us after we leave. :rich
and Ann, while both are neck deep in political activities, educational
work,plus their regular work,are both busy but I think they can be
counted on for some information. Charlie Kikuchi (whom we shall discuss
below) may also be interested in taking notes, although at presenthe
is still horsinb around. There are two individuals, however, that I
feel we can rely upon to some extent. One is ; r. Tally Yusa, a former
sociology student at Can Francisco State. Yusa is not a very brilliant
student, but he has the interest even though he may not have the knowledge. Yusa is now the head of the housing headquarters and can give
us plenty of inside dope so long as you make it worthwhile for him to
collect the stuff on a part-time basis. He has cooperated with me
wholeheartedly since wecame here end without his assistance I would
not have been able to catch on to what's going on in this uump.
Another student that I think can be relied upon is Ben Iijima, a
junior at Cal. Ben is a very conscientious student of economics and
plans to go to the mid-west to end some law school. At present he
is interested in working on the project (until the time that he leaves
for school) that he has volunteered to work for nothing. He emphasizes
however that his primary interest is law. Ben does not have the
background, but I think he has a vague notion of what we're after; I
told him to write down everything and then we could sift out the
material later.
Concerning the personnel of workers on the staff at Tulelake, Naj
and Tomi and I had a long discussion and came to several names that I
should like to submit to you now along with what we feel are their
qualifications, (subject to checking, of course):
I) Amy Nomura (now married to Furuta and was in San Diego),
a former sociology stuaent at Mills College and certainly
one of the most brilliant Kisei womeh I have ever known.
She had read (last year) all of the books on the Japanese
in America in the ! ills Library and had wandered over to
Cal to pick up more information. With her brilliance and
background I feel that her contributions would be invaluable
if you could interest her in the work. One danger: her
husband guards her very jealously and may not permit her
to work. ' Furthermore, it might be better, if you could

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

•

7.
'
8.

place her in work wherever she is rather than asking
her to move—that is, if you feel that she should be
rut ir the study. If you want references on 1TB. Furuta,
you can get them from Dr. Hedley at Mills or from Dr.
Reinhardt herselfT-who was formerly Amy's employer and
personal friend.
Kenny Murase. I need not tell you too much about Fenny.
I uunderstand from you and from other souces that Kenny
is going to an Eastern Negro college. However, I judge
from his letters that he is lonely for some of the boys
and were the compensation adequate (not necessarily financial compenesation) I think that he might be interested
in working for you. Ienny is but a junior and has little
background in sociology, but I can say this: he is a very
sincere and conscientious worker and a very amiable person.
The consensus of opinion here is that the addition of
Kenny, with his background on Kisei life, to the staff
would considerably enhance the work of the group. Furthermore, Kenny is a first-class writer.
Smi Kimura. Miss Fimura was a social welfare student at
San Jose State and did considerable work among the Kisei
in the Y.W.C.A. there. I don't know of her other qualifications, but you might check up on her.
George Yasufeochi. About G-eorege, as with i enny, I don't
have to tell you too much. He is indeed one of the most
brilliant students I have ever known. He has some background and considerable interest in Nisei problems and^
at present is working on a thesis at the Rochdale instituteon the evacuation question. He is now debating whether he should stay in the Last or return to vork on
coo eraiives in the centers here. His ability and traamigg
is in administration, but for part time work we feel that
George's contributions would be very valuable. We certainly miss his gen/ious in Tanf'oran--this place would be
different if we had him here.
Grayce Kaneda. Miss Kaneda waa formerly a student at the
Qollege of the Pacific and did some work under Dr. Jacoby.
She is very intelligent and has been active among the Nisei
welfare groups. A very reliable worker, her contributions
would not doubt be helpful.
Florence Sato (married to Ken Nishimoto of the. California
State Employment Office). Mrs. Nishimoto is now engaged
in helping out the Japanese in various W.'C.C.A. offices
with Deki Kakazawa. She majored in sociology at the
College of the Pacific and studied Oriental minority
problems. A hard worker and very efficient and would be
good if you could interest her.
Ifari Okazaki. Since you interviewed L'ari I don't suppose
we have to say anything further. A very bright prospect.
Hideko Kakazawa. Kiss Nakazawa likewise you know. Lometimes lazy but nonetheless a brilliant mind. If the
return in great enough she would turn out a first class
.iob.

I just happened to think. In listing the people who would cover
Tanforan after we left we forgot one of the most reliable people here-Doris Hayashi. Doris, a political science student, has always been
interested in social problems. She is a very intelligent girl and
her sympathise/ and attitudes are sound. She might be a good worker
to have on the staff.
A long discussion came ap concerning Charles Kikuchi. Although
none of us question his ability and all of us feel that he has the
background to work, no one of the three of us care to stick out our
necks to recommend him. He is a personal friend of all of us; we all
like him and feel that to leave him out completely would be a waste of
telent. Nonetheless, we hesitate to recommend him favorably because
we all feel the danger of having him around. His general attitude of
trying to get something for nothing, his bragging about getting praises
or things that had required but little work on.his part, and his
general spirit and outlook are demor- lining to those who work with him.
To those who know him well and are accustomed to his ways, Charlie
can be tolerated, but to newcomers he would seem a nuisance. ..'hen
he is ir a serious mood, he is an excellent student and his talents
are such as to make Ikie work valuable; however, when, he is in other
moods, his being around may make the work of others in the camp rather
difficult. Therefore, the consensus of opinion here was that Charlie
should not be left out--he is too valuable—but certainly don't toss
him in with the entire staff where he might possibly do more damage
them rood. It is with some misgivings that I write this because it
seems as though we are stabbing him in the back. I have known him for
a Ion- time and we have been good friends; and yet the three of us
feel strongly about having him with the group at Tulelake. Our main
wish, naturally, is that Charlie would change some of his obnoxious
ways; he would then be a grand person. Since you f-.sked for our opinions
purely with the interests of the study in mind and with no personal
feelings, we are making this recommendation. He is too valuable to
leave out but be careful that he does not demoralize your entire staff.
Our submitting these names and our opinions
However, I recall your asking for names; that is
together and had this little conference. I hope
sider these recommendations and would check very
before making up your mind. Our opinions may be
our lews alone are not sufficient for selecting

may seem pretentious.
the reason why we got
that you woulc concarefully with them
mistaken and certainly
a staff.

I hope that this list may be of some value to you. Tomi and I
are now working on the assumption that we will leave sometime in the
first of June so that we would not get caught short in case we should
be transferred. Naj is also working hard on his part. We deciaed
among ourselves what each would cover and I think we can have some
kind of a report for you soon—perhaps after we get to Tule Lake.
I have not yet had an opportunity to write to Virginia to thank
her for coming out here. Could you tell her that I am sorry that I
have neglected to write her? Please give my regards to Mr. Thomas
and to you. staff. Tomi just asked me to thank you for everything and
to say hello.

Vay 23, 1-942
Bear Dr. Thomas,
Torai and Naj and I are now working on the assumption that we shall be
transferred sometime around June 1. All the preliminaries have been completed and tomorrow we shell be0in a series of interviews to cover whatever
we heve not been able to ret thus far. We hope to get all the necessary data
for the first month in Tanforan by the end of this month so that we con write
it up when we get settled down at Tulelake (if we ever do).
In the meantime, Ben lijima, Tally Yusa, and ^oris Hayashi have all
agreed to do their best to cover the camp after we leave. Charlie's whereabout I don't know, but when I fine him I'll let him in (if you want him).
These individuals have all expressed deep interest in the project, and Doris
and Tally want to get ir if they can make the grade. Ben is set on goin6 to
an Eastern collgge but wants to work with us until he goes. I have one question. to ask. While these individuals are all willing to work for nothing
since there is not much to spend money on around here anywfey, don't you think
that they ought to be paid at least some nominiil sum for their work? Since
top salary here is 16 a month, they don't expect much, but I feel it only fair
to them that they get some compensation for their work—even if it means some
deduction from the salary of some of us already on the staff. How do you feel
on the matter? Could you let me know soon? Thank you.
I have worked out an outline that I intended to use to write up our
experiences in Tanforan. I wonder if some like this could not be worked
out for our study of Tulelake before we gg there. After squandering around
here for three weeks, I am convinced that we would have lessAefficiency, less
overlooking of valuable stuff, more organization, and less overlapping_if we
have some plan. Going into a project with an open mind would be u n e if all
of us had sufficient training to know what to look for, but we don't. Therefore, some outline must be worked out. If it is found to be lacking or otherwise unsatisfactory, they it can be changed or replaced. I am enclosing a
copy of my outline'with this letter.
I freel it very important that we investigate in more detail some of the
constituent groups in this camp. Taj is now working on some factions in the
men's dorm and on the radical element in this camp. Tomi is covering the
clique of •iris that are trying to run certrin parts of the recreational and
educational program. I am trying to make some spot observations as well as
cover families in this barrack. Frankly, I am very dissatisfied with our vork
thus far. We have wasted so much time gettin started that now, one week beiore
we ~o, we are just getting under way. A teacher used to tell me, "It's human
to err but only a fool makes the same mistake twice." Let's hope that we aor t
do the some thing at Tulelake. I'd just as soon get out of here and e^an on
scratch and do a better job there.
The second copy of the Tanforan Totalizer came out a few hours ago.
am enclosing a copy in this letter.

I

A hearty hello to you, Ir. Thomas, and your staff from Tomi, iaj and me.

^criA
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May 24, 1942

Dear Dr. Thomas,
Bothering: you so often when you ere busy leaves a guilty taste in
my mouth, especially when I write about such trivial things. At first
I was just griped about the placer now, many things pertaining to the
stithy which I should have written about before come to my mind.
Two girls delivered to me today your note via Dr. Chernint-and the
folders. I was glad to hear that you found the paper tolerable, even
though I hesitated to hand- it in in the form that it was. I feel that
inasmuch as most of it has not even been carefully proofread and none
of it has been corrected even when I saw the shortcomings myself, it
must be subjected to severe criticisms and correction. Please don't
pull your punches simply because I happen to be an undergraduate and
didn't know any better; if there's anything wrong, I'd like to know
all about it no matter how embarrasing or uncomfortable it may be. As
for the first chapter, there are some things that I feel are quite
essential; such as, the definition of the ;>roblem and some of the
things that we did to gather the data. If you feel that some of the
other material constitute boloney sauce then it's D.F. by me if you
take it out. If you feel that some of the stiiuff ought to go in the
appendix, that's O.K. too. As for copies of the paper, I don't think
that more than fifteen or twenty copies at the most ought to be made.
I fear what would happen if some fellow with the mentality and the
attitudes of I artin Dies got a hold of it. With this whole matter of
taking citizenship away from the nisei being so seriously discussed
I think that we ought to be careful of what we do. Furthermore we have
to revise the thing anyway.
I have sent a long list of suggestednames to you for workers on
your research staff. These individuals have all done some work on
the "Nisei problem." I found another individual, a conscientious
and faithful worker, whom we had forgotten. I happened to see him
in the camp yesterday. He is Fred Hoshiyama. Fred has expressed an
interest in working on the study. He would probably be more valuable
than most of the people whose names I sent in.
Specifically I am writing this note because the matter of books
arose here. We had another conference and decided this: A set of the
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences would be indispensable and it
should be obtained even if v;e have to chip in and buy it ourselves.
Copies of the American Jornal of Ccclalbgy and the Ai.ericar. Sociological Review for the past five or ten years should be available along
with journals of social anthropology and social psychology. Paj has
a copy of Lynd's rideletown, Blumer's anslysis of the Polish Peasart
and Allport's work on Personality Documents. I think that we ou0ht
to have between us one copy of Sutherland and Woodward and one copy
of Ogburn and rimkoff's introductory works on sociology. I personally
should like to have copies of Fatx and Schanck, Social Psychology,

both volumes of Thomas and Znaniecki, the Polish Peasant, Eubanks'
Concerts of Sociology* Floyd Allport's Institutional Behavior, alont
with several other volumes that would be handy for reference. Since
I want to work on the problem of disorganization and reorganization
if I can, there are some works in that field that I should like to
read even though I don't want the books to keep. Much of the literature in this field is in journals. I covered many of the standard
books on disorganization when I was taking a 1S9 course from Hodden
and was not too impressed by most of the £ooks. It might "also be
well for us to have books on the Japanese in the United States as
well as works on other minorities. V.orks on acculturation such as
that of Pitt-Rivers on the Clash of Cultures and the Conflict of .r-c e s
might be helpful ever if it doesn't pertain to this specific situation.
I know that the selection of books is outside our business, but we
should like to have some of the above listed works as a minimum.
e are looking forward by nc to getting out of this dump. ",Ve
expect to find worse conditions for the first couple of months in
Tulelake and as soon as we find out definitely when we are ^:oing
we intend to stock up with all necessary supplies. All three of us
are thoroughly disgusted with ' anforan and want to get away as soon
as we can.
7,'e are looking forward with eagerness to see you Wednesday.
We'll all be there waiting for you at 10.
Please say hello to Virginia and to everyone else from Naj,
Tomi, and me.

Lay 26V 1942

Dear Dr .

Thomas,

Thar.k you for coming to see u& yesterday, Y/hile you had no
definite news on moving, we were glad to see you anyway. V.e have
talked over the matter here, and everyone concerned seems very
happy about it.
Yesderday I got a letter from ray parents and they are apparently
so disgusted with the Stockton Gamp that they have buried the hatchet
and want (actually want) to be with us ir Tu.lelake. 1 y father says
that he is very tired and |udgina from the tone of the letter, he
has been doing more work than he ever did before in his life.
Here in Tanforan some interesting thingt are going on. The men
in the bachelors' quarters are feng moved into the barracks to mix
with the married people. The started movir today, and you ouc,ht to
hear the kicks that are coming from the marriec people, especially
those with young wives or pretty daughters . '.7ow! The v omen are
getting seared, and since at night we have to walk so far in the
dark to the lavatories, everyone here is disgusted. The sqwacks are
beginning to pour in. As s house-manager I have my hands full
straightening cut the affairs of the pour lost souls who have lost
things while they were moving. The others are boarding up their
fcooms to take precaution against theft. The place is in an uproar.
We have been snooping whenever possible. I think the whole mess
will be settled definitely in a few days. In the meantime the
written report on Tanforan will have to wait for a couple of weeks-or perhaps longer.
We have the material for the report outlined in a tentative
fashion and have already made half the interviews to straighten out
some of the general dope on the camp set-up. 7;e have been making
observations on some of the groups that have apparently crystallized,
but these are very few. Our report may be restricted to a general
description of what's going on and perhaps & report on the radical
element, that is very stron6 here. I should like to cover one
informal group in our barrack and perhaps the house-managers' group
in more detail. The others things will be treated as best as we can.
If we work out some kind of a report then it will leave something
for these who stay behind to fill in; however, I coubt if we can
finish the report that soon because we,are so damned busy now.
I hope that the news from'..ashington is good. V/e are more than
ever anxious to get out of this dump-*-and we are not alone. I aj
probably got tossed in with some fellows he doesn't even know and
he probably wants to get out right away. Tomi is moaning too. So
am I. tfe'll cover this mess as best we can, but we want to get out
pronto.
Sorry to moan so much. I am not ungrateful; just disgusted and
want to be an escapist. Pope to see you Monday.

May 29,

Dear

1942

Vi r gi ni a,

I'm sorry that I haven't v/ritten you until now to thank you
for all the things that you have done. Since you last came out
here a number of things came up about which I had to write to Dr.
Thomas directly, and in these letters I included a number of things
about which I no doubt would have written you. This is not to say
that we do not appreciate your efforts; we do.
Conditions in Tanforan are improving somewhat slowly but judging from what we hear from the other centers I guess we're pretty
well off. However, I don't think that the comparison of Tanforan
to the other camps forms a fair basis for opinions regarding our
fortunes or misfortunes; we must campare this life with that which
we lived before we came to camp. Once again--the place is lousy.
I am now working on a paper covering in some detail tLe first
month in this dump. Since muc& of the information concerning the
administrative set-up in this camp was taken from official orders
(which are kept.confidential from the people but which I have managed
to "borrow" for awhile), on paper the thins looks pretty:good.
However, many of the things promised on paper have not come through
on schedule and there are a lot of things :oing on around here that
do not jive with what the official orders say. For exa pie, we had
a minor revolt around here concerning the canteen<and its operation.
The officials remain mum about the whole thing even though they speak
freely about anything else. It sure is fishy.
Yesterday, rather late, I ot notice that arbr ra Jones was here
in Tanforan to see us. We got the message (after it was too late for
us to see her) that Dr. Thomas would be here on Tuesday to see a
number of us. We will be there at 10 Tuesday morning.
You told us that if we wanted anything that we should contact you
and not Dr. Thomas. O.K., you asked for trouble and here it comes.
I understand that we are moving to Tulelake pretty soon, but there
are some thin; s that we should like to have durirn our brief stay
here (a little more salami and a box of soda crackers). low here
comes the real catch. When we pull out for the new camp, we prefer
not to be caught empty handed like we were before. Y:e will no doubt
have to eat lousy food there until things get settled down; therefore,
Naj, Tomi and I want to chip in and bring alon^ about ten dollars
worth of food-»—¿fust to play safe. I'm sure that if you saw the crap
that we had to eat out here for a while you'll understand. I just
wanted to warn you in this letter and on Tuesday we'll have a list
of things all prepared.
In the meantime we hope to be • orking on this report I mentioned
above. All three of us are vorking together on it and have accumulated
considerable information on the administrative angii. However, our

material on the sociological end is not ae yet very promising. We'll
put in what we're reasonably sure of but not too much. V.'e hope to
have "a series of recommendations on how this aspect of the study
should be conducted. We've learned a great deal from our mistakes
here in Tanforan. The emphasis in the report will of necessity be
on the section on whici we have plenty of dope; however, if tuere are
any specific questions that you feel are of sufficient importance
that they must be answered, if you'll write to us pronto we mi&ht
be able to dig up the dope.
On the sociological end, we have information on the following
items: a fairly good study of the "radical" element in the cemp,
some materipl on some of the informal groupings in the neighborhood,
-eneral information on the adjustment during the first couple of
days i: cemp, the adjustment to a non-money economy (before canteen
opened), religious groups, tome data on administrative crews, some
mechanisms of control, material culture, social problems (unmarried
men, sex difficulties, delinquency, conflicts between generations).
We hope to have a case-study of the J.A.C.I. clique in this camp -s
well as other wroups (newspaper roup, Y. .C.A. clique, £.7. likado.
Club clique, Berkeley Nissei Club clique, the Buddhist group, etc.)
As I told £>r.. Thomas day before yesterday, I have given up the
idea of using a stratified sample, especially when the stratification
was so arbitrary. Here in camp things have changed (we must measure
or at least describe thase changes) , arc. these stratifications no
lorger held. It would be much more accurate if we took definite
social groups (defining the term broadly as any aggregation of individuals with a relatively homogeneous set of attitudes and relatively uniform behavior patterns) and analyzed them rather carefully.
7e are usin; this a -proach now. Iti is much more difficult but I
think much more accurate.
Well, anyway, we'll get somethinc; out in a couple of weeks--we
hope so anyway. Please say hello to Bill. Tomi and Naj send their
best regards. I'm really sorry that I didn't write sooner. Adios.

Dear Virginia,
This is a P.S. to the letter which I sent to you yesterday.
As usual, I forgot a few items. I hope this further request
on our part does not inconvenience you too much.
When we leit Berkeley 1 left in your care some folders ior
term papers and a laundry mailing box full of books. I wonder
if I could have three or'four of those smaller folders when
Dr. Thomas' group comes here Tuesday. I don't need the lar_ 3
ones like those in which I handed in ray report on the first~
twenty weeks of the war, but I should like to have a few of the
smeller ones to keep in tolerable shape the report that we hope
to have ready or Tuesday on the first month in Tanforan. The"'
books we would like to have for various purposes.
Sorry to cause you so much trouble. Thank you very mucib.
"e hope to see jrou again soon.

f f une 6,

1942

Dear Dr . Thomas,

We are still at Tanforan waiting for the moving order. Hell!
We're all itching to get out but they keep stalling and stalling.
We have made all the arrangements--including getting some friends
to live in our room and to forward our mail to us.
One very interesting thing happened a few hours after you
left. Warren Tsueeishi, the newspaperman whom you met, had signed
up to work on the sugar befcts. After he had signed, he like many
others changed their minds and decided not to go. At four o'clock
Friday Warren, along with about twenty others, received Army orders
to leave camp, and at 6*30 they all left for Idaho. I did not see
him when he left, in fact, I did not know about it until this
morning. He has promised to write and I hope to keep in touch
with him. Frankly I feel worried over his future, since he has
been a very close friend of mine and Kenny Murase; but for the
purposes of our study, he should prove a very valuable source of
information. As a writer, he probably went to seek information
and he has enough intelligence to get significant things. It
seems cold blooded to jump at things like this, but it was one
of the things that came to my mind. I have thought a lotabout
Warren all day today. I fear that he has bitten off more than
he can chew.
My paper—or rather our paper—is now completed, although
it is strewn with typographical errors. We have three compies,
none of which we want circulated anywhere. After reading over
the stuff we put in, I don't think that any of it should get out
to anyone. While I should, like to have to five people staying behind
to read it so that they might improve it, I fear that if I leave it
in their care it will get out of their hands. I knov, them well
enough to keep it away from some of them. In Berkeley, I wish
that you would keep one copy and let Dr. Gundlach and Dr. Nisbet
(no one else besides those on your staff) read the ether copy if
they care to. I have already written to them about it. While
there may not be anything too touchy in the paper, we have personal
reasons for keeping it quiet. I shall keep one copy to correct
and revise. When Nisbet and Gunclach finish, I wish that you would
lock up the second copy as well. I wish that you could discuss
some of the contents with those who are remaining behind so that
they might check on my work. I want it corrected and verified as
much as possible without getting it back into Tanforan.
We feel that the paper gives a fairly accurate picture of what
is going on and we have not pulled any punches. That is one reason
why we don't want it floating around.
Thanks for coming to see us. We want to send our best regards
to everyone in Berkeley. Till Tulelake,
I

June 7, 1S42

Dear Virginia,
Here it is Monday wnd we are still in Tanforar,. What the hell's
wronc with the Army anyway. If we were under the German Army, we
would probably be in Tulelake by now—maybe dead. Anyway, we're
just taking life easy waiting for our orders. We have packed up,
and I had to open three packages to get together the things to write
this note.
I feel like a heel writing to you when I want things. Honestly,
people should write out of the warmth of their hearts, not out of the
emptiness of somewhere else. To be blunt we need more things:
1)
2)
3)
4)

several clothes hangars (about 15)
our trunk (in Dr. Thomas' basement)
my file case (in
"
f
.
paper ( 1 ream of typing paper, and 1 ream of typing
paper with three holes punched in it)
5) scotch tapes (just the rolls)
6) other items lying around, like ray diploma, l7aj ' s ditto,
and other things
7) a copy of the Tolan Committee Hearings (if there is any)
8) Faj's tools (hammer, saw, plane)--if you can get in the
house (DST has the keys)

Could you send the junk up to Tulelake as soon as we get there?
We should like the tools especially so that we could make a table
so that we can type on it.
Our report on Tanforar is now complete—even with oodles of
typographical errors. We mailed it special delivery this morning—
to make sure that it arrives there (since registered mail would
cost up almost a buck and a half).
Sorry to bother you so often.
Say hello to Bill, too.

P.S.

Naj and Tomi send their hello.

Naj is including a diagram so that Mehren can find the stuff

J une 8,

1942

Dear Dr . Thomas ,

I know that it is against the law to write notes to include in
packages, but what the hell. These are the two carbon copies of
our report or Tanforan. I am kee ing the original to work en in
Tulelake. Believe me, it needs working on.
:

f'e feel that it is a fairly accurate account, but we won't
guarantee the accuracy of every single detail. Some of the things
that need changing we have found already and we shall revise it
as soon as possible.
As you will no doubt find there are numerous typographical
errors. Pleace^ use your imagination if you come to something that
is not in ye olde King's English.

J une 11,

Dear Dr .

1942

Thomas,

I have a suspicion that this letter will constitute a waste of
teaser and stamps, but we want to say exactly what's going on so that
you might lay your plans accordingly- Perhaps by the time you get
this note, we might be on our way to Tuielake, but as yet we are still
sittinr around in Tanforan. We had our things all packed and sat around
for a half a week waiting for the order, but by now we have given up
and have martially unpacked again. I am going around making observations
and at the same time takin; life easy. This is really the firs* vacation I have had since the last summer vacation.
It's very boresome around here with nothing to do but snoop around.
Ml our books are racked and tied up and I hate to tear up our very
"scarce rope and string. Most of the time that I was here, I was typing
up some paper, either the former report or the report on Tanforan.
Now I feel free, but I just don't have the oomph to start working on
observations.
If our orders don't come tomorrow, I think I'll unpack more things
and begin interviewing some of the candidates in the coming election as
well as their cohorts. There is something fishy going on, and I might
be able to pick un something interesting. These interviews, however,
are on the unusual and the object is to get something on the internal
intrigues and. conflicts. As far as the everyday life in Tanforan is
concerned, I have virtually given up hope of getting a good report.
As you will no doubt gather from the report that I have sent in, we
do not have much on the normal routines of the "average" resident of
Tanforan. I feel that I spent too much time working on my reports xo
get detailed observations on other items that I should have. I am not
apologizing, but am acknowledging an error that I have made.
Is there any way in which we can speed up our transfer to Tulelake?
We are rapidly getting into a rut since we broke our work routine a
few days ago and are getting fery bored. We are itching to get over
there at to ret to work oronto.- Another thine, thousands of people are
oinc in on June 15, and I think it is very important that we get t; ere
end have a couple of days to settle down before they get in. V,hat xne
heck, it's the 11th already. TTo wonder the^Japs are beating us in ,,'ie
East; the efficiency of our Army is amazing.'
I have a special delivery letter to be sent to your home all typed
out.
When we are given our walking papers (you see how opximistic 1
o P e to
am) we shall drop ittinto the letter box to be rushed to you.
see you soon—atTulelake, we hope.
Very discouraged,

Xtr^

June 11, 1942
Deer Dr. Thomas,
We ere preparing this note in the expectation of a moving order.
I think that we are being unduly optimistic, but we might actually
be moved after all. When the order comes, we shall drop this in the
mails.
Could you rush our junk up there as soon as you g;et our note?
We would appreciate it if you would.
We received our order to move on: June 12 , 1942
at: 1 p. m.
We are scheduled to leave Tanforan on: June 14,
at: 3:30 pn.
All this may seem silly to you, but we know of cases when people
were given but a half hours notice to -pack ana leave. Cince all
three of us are roaming around all day, we may not see the notice
to move until a little"while before the deadline. Therefore, we are
preparing for the worst.
See you in Tu.lela.ke,

p.s.

The moving order for Tom and Trami came in with a horrible misspelling d' names : Tamotsuin Shibut'ain, and Temika Shibutain,
and the camp officials hesitated to let us go on the grounds that
such individuals were not on camp. Fortunately Doris Hayshi was
on the spot and objected. Faj's order has not yet come. Could
3rou checl-' immediately. We are sending raj's name out on the teletype today. (June 12, 1942). Tomi and I are leaving Ferry Bldg.
by train to Flammath sometime after 5 on Sunday.
TOM

